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STATE SPACES FOR MARKOV CHAINS
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J. L. DOOB

Abstract. If pit, i,j) is the transition probability (from i toy in time t) of a con-

tinuous parameter Markov chain, with />(0+, i, i) = 1, entrance and exit spaces for p

are defined. If L [L*] is an entrance [exit] space, the function /»(•, -, j) [/»(•, i, -)¡h(-)]

has a continuous extension to (0, œ) x L [(0, oo) x L*, for a certain norming function h

on L*]. It is shown that there is always a space which is both an entrance and exit space.

On this space one can define right continuous strong Markov processes, for the

parameter interval [0, b], with the given transition function as conditioned by

specification of the sample function limits at 0 and b.

Summary. Let p be a stochastic transition function on the set / of integers :

pit, i,j) is the probability of a transition from / to j in time t. An entrance space

for /» is a topological space L=>7 with the property that /»(•, •,/) has a continuous

extension to (0, oo) x £, and that the transition function together with any absolute

probability function/determines a Markov process with state space £, parameter

interval (0, oo), right continuous with left limits, with limit at 0 if/=/»(-, £, •) for a

point £ in £. An exit space L* is a space which, together with an adjoined isolated

point, is an entrance space for a certain (not uniquely determined) dual transition

function, and has among other properties the property that, with a certain normal-

izing function h on /, the function (r, j) ~* pit, i, j)jhij) has a continuous finite

extension to (0, oo)x£*. Previous treatments (see for example [2], [4], [5]) have

concentrated attention on a certain entrance space, but in the course of an analysis

of entrance and exit spaces it is shown in the present paper that there is a space

which is both an entrance and an exit space for /». Space time a excessive functions

and measures on entrance, exit, and combined spaces are studied. On the appro-

priate state spaces the natural supermartingales defined in terms of p and its ex-

tensions have smooth sample functions. If £ is both an entrance and an exit space

it is possible to define Markov processes {x(í), 0</<¿»} with state space £, which

are Markov processes having the given transition function, conditioned by speci-

fication of x(0 + ) and x(Z> — ).

1. Introduction.

(1.1) Standard transition function. Let p be a standard transition function on
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the set / of integers, that is a function from (0, oo) x Ix I into [0, 1] satisfying

2p({> i'J) = l>        ,im P((' '' 0 = 1
j1 Í-.0

p(s+t, i, k) = 2p(s> UftpítJ, k).
i

Let / be a corresponding absolute probability function, that is a function from

(0, oo) xl into [0, 1] satisfying

(1.1.2) 2/(f,y) = 1,      f(s+t,j) = 2ns, i)p(t, i,j).
1 i

There is then a Markov process {x(t), t>0} with state space / and the specified

transition and absolute probability functions. Such a process will be called an

(/, 1) process with state space /. The transition function, if not otherwise specified,

is the given one. All processes in this paper are assumed defined on complete

measure spaces.

It has long been known that it is advantageous to find a topological state space

L in which there is a countable set identified with I, and to use Lasa state space,

choosing L and the process in such a way that the process sample functions have

desirable continuity properties. If {x(t), t>0} is a Markov process with absolute

probability function / (and transition function p) with state space a topological

space L=>I, and if the process is right continuous with left limits, that is if almost

every sample function is right continuous with a left limit on (0, oo), the process

will be called a smooth (/ 1) process with state space L, or simply a smooth pro-

cess with state space L if/is not specified.

(1.2) Conventions on measures. Throughout this paper the transition function

will be held fixed and no hypotheses will be imposed on it, other than those in

(1.1.1). If Us immersed in a topological space, p(t, £, )and/(r, ■) (for/an absolute

probability function) are frequently considered measures of Borel subsets of the

space, supported by /, with p(t, ¿¡,j) and f(t,j) the measures assigned to the

singleton {j}. The limit measures when t —*■ 0 may not be supported by /.

Convergence of a sequence of measures, limn^M pn = p, always means

lim     <f> dpn =  \<f> dp

for every bounded continuous <f>. The domain of integration is always the whole

space unless otherwise specified.

(1.3) Adapted spaces. A space L^I will be said to be adapted (to the given

transition function) if the following conditions (a), (b) are satisfied; L will be

said to be entrance adapted if (a), (b), (c) are satisfied.

(a) L is a Borel subset of a compact metric space in which / is dense.

(b) For every absolute probability function / there is a smooth (/ 1) process

with state space L.
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(c) For every integer j, pi-, -, j) has a continuous extension to (0, oo) x £ and

J,P(t,£J) = 1,

(1.3.1) _ is,t>0).
pis+t, f, k) = 2, Ás, è,J)p(Uj, k),

i

Here and in the following i, j, k are integers and $, r¡, £ are points of the specified

topological state space.

(1.4) Definition. If £ is an entrance adapted space, a point £ of £ will be called

polar if almost no path or path left limit of any smooth process with state space £

hits ¿. The point £ will be called a nonbranch point if (a) almost every path of a

smooth (/»(■, $, ■), 1) process with state space £ has limit £ at the parameter value

0, and if this is so £ will be called regular if (b) almost every path or path left

limit of this process hits £ at arbitrarily small parameter values. (It is easily checked

that conditions (a) and (b) depend only on £ and £, not on the particular

(/»(•, £, •), 1) process chosen.)

(1.5) Strong Markov and quasi left continuity properties. Let (x(/), i>0} be a

smooth (/ 1) process with entrance adapted state space £. If />0 let ^(i) be the

smallest o algebra with respect to which x(s) is measurable for sáí and which

contains all null sets. Then ¡Fit + ) = !Fii) and the strong Markov and quasi left

continuity properties are valid in the following forms. (For proofs in practically

the present context see [2].) If r is a strictly positive stopping time for this family

of o algebras, and if A is a Borel subset of £,

(1.5.1) £{r < oo, x(t + /) e A \ &it)} = pit, x(t), A)       it > 0)

almost everywhere where r is finite. Moreover if {rn, n ̂  1} is an increasing sequence

of stopping times with limit t,

(1.5.2) Pfr < oo, xir + t) e A | y J^rjj = pit, x(t-), A)       it > 0)

almost everywhere on the set where t„<t<co for all n, and x(t —) = x(t) almost

everywhere where simultaneously rn<r<ao for all n and the value of x(t —) is

not a branch point. If x(0 + ) exists almost surely and if x(0) is defined as this limit,

the restriction of positivity of stopping times can be omitted. Since the distribution

of xir + t) is supported by /, (1.5.1) and (1.5.2) are no more general than those

equations with A replaced by the singleton {/), but the equations are stated with A

since in this form they will be extended to the case r=0.

2. Adapted spaces.

(2.1) Branch points. If L is an entrance adapted space, almost no path of any

smooth process with state space £ meets a branch point, and the probability is 0

that x(0 + ) exists and is a branch point. The proof is omitted because [2] contains

a proof in an only slightly different context.
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(2.2) Hitting probabilities. If {x(t), t >0} is a smooth (/ 1) process with entrance

adapted state space L and if A is a Borel subset of L the usual capacity theory

argument shows that the probability that a path or path left limit hits A is well

defined and is the supremum of this probability for compact subsets of A, and that

the probability distribution of the hitting time of A (by paths or their left limits)

is independent of the choice of smooth (/ 1) process. Furthermore if t0 [tJ is the

infimum of times t at which x(t) or x(r-) [x(t)] is in A then t0 ^ rx and if A con-

sists only of nonbranch points there is equality almost surely. This fact is familiar

when there are no branch points and the proof will only be sketched. It is sufficient

to prove that if 0 < a < b it is almost sure that a path meets A for some parameter

value in [a, b] whenever the path or path left limit meets A for some parameter

value in that interval. Since the probability of the latter event is the supremum of

the corresponding probabilities for compact subsets of A we can suppose in the

first place that A is compact. Let r' be the first point t in [a, b] with x(t) or x(r — )

in A, or t' = oo if there is no such point. It is sufficient to show that x(t') is in A

almost surely whenever t' < oo and x(t' — ) is in A. If this statement is false there is an

increasing sequence {.-„, n2:1} of stopping times with limit r' such that the set

{Tn<T for all n, x(t'—) in A, x(t') not in A} has strictly positive probability, a

contradiction to quasi left continuity.

(2.3) Proposition. If Ç is a point of an entrance adapted state L and if k is an

integer then p(-, g, k) vanishes identically on (0, oo) if at all.

According to a theorem of Austin [1] the theorem is true if f is an integer. It

follows from (1.3.1) that for any £ in L if p(t0, £,k)=0 then p(-, £,j)=0 on

(0, t0] for every j with p( ■, j, k) > 0, and then that p( ■, £, k) vanishes on (t0, oo).

(2.4) Definition. An entrance space is a space L entrance adapted to the given

transition function and with the following additional property:

(d) if £ is in L and if (x(r), r>0} is a smooth (p(-, f, ■), 1) process with state

space L then x(0+) exists (and is in L) almost surely.

(2.5) Theorem. Let L be an entrance adapted space and let L0 be the set of those

points f of L for which x(0 + ) exists almost surely when {x(t), t>0} is a smooth

(p(-, it, ■), I) process. Then L0 is an entrance space.

Since the limit x(0 + ) in the definition of L0 can be defined as a limit along rational

parameter values, L0 is a Borel subset of L. If LQ is not entrance adapted there is an

absolute probability function / a smooth (/ 1) process (x(r), i>0} with state

space L, numbers a, b with 0<a<6, and a compact subset A of L — L0 with the

property that the probability is strictly positive that an x path or left limit hits A

in the parameter interval [a, b]. Let t be the first such time, or r=b+1 if there is

no such time. Then x(t) or x(t —) is in A with strictly positive probability. The

process {x(r + t), r^O} is right continuous, has transition function p, and has as

initial distribution the distribution of x(t). But then x(t + ) exists almost nowhere
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where x(t) is in A. Hence x(t) is almost never in A, x(t—) must be in A with strictly

positive probability and it follows that there is an increasing sequence {rn, «äl}

of stopping times, with limit t, such that with strictly positive probability simul-

taneously rn<r for all 77 and the value of x(t—) is in A. But then according to the

strong Markov property in the form (1.5.2) the distribution of the process {xir + t),

t > 0} when rn < r for all 77 and x(r — ) is in A is that of a smooth process with abso-

lute probability function generated by an initial distribution supported by A.

It follows that with strictly positive probability x(t + ) does not exist, contrary to

fact, and we have finished the proof that £0 is entrance adapted. If in this proof

a = 0 and f= pi-, £, •) for a point £ in L0, and if x(0) is defined as x(0 + ), the proof

shows that x(0) is almost surely in £0. Hence L0 is an entrance space.

3. Entrance spaces.

(3.1) Hitting times of branch points. We have already noted that almost no

path (or its limit at 0) of a smooth process with an entrance state space ever meets

the set of branch points. There is therefore a discontinuity whenever a nonexcep-

tional path has a branch point as left limit. If A is a compact set of branch points

the successive times when a nonexceptional path left limit hits A form a set with

no limit point from the right. If A is a singleton the times between hits of A by a

nonexceptional path left limit are independent with a common distribution function

so there is no limit point of left limit hitting times.

(3.2) Convergence of distributions when t -*■ 0. If £ is an entrance space the

existence of x(0 + ) in Definition 2.4 implies that

(3.2.1) Um pit, Í, -)=/»(0 + ,f, •)
t->0

(convergence of measures) exists for all £ in £, and we define /»(0, f, ■) as the mea-

sure on the right. Then £ is a branch point if and only ifpiO, f, f) < 1 and the second

equation in (1.3.1) can be rewritten to allow s and t to vanish:

(3.2.2) pis + t, £, A) - f pit, y, A)pis, f, drj)       is,t^0,£e £),

for every Borel subset A of L. Similarly (1.5.1) and (1.5.2) are now valid for /ä0.

(3.3) Theorem. If L is an entrance space and //{x(i), />0} is a smooth if, 1)

process with state space L, x(0 + ) exists almost surely if and only if f has the form

(3.3.1) fit, i) = J^íí, f, i)Poidi)       it > 0)

for some probability measure p0. The measure p0 can always be chosen to be supported

by the set of nonbranch points and if so supported it is determined uniquely by f.

[In this case (3.3.1) will be called the canonical representation off]
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It is trivial that if/is of the form (3.3.1) then x(0 + ) exists almost surely. Con-

versely if x(0+) exists almost surely,

(3.3.2) lim/(r, •)=/(0 + ,.)
t-0

exists (convergence of measures) and (1.1.2) can be extended to

(3.3.3) /(/, A) = j p(t, r,, A)f(0 + , dn)       (t ï 0),

valid for every Borel subset A of L. Thus/must have the special form (3.3.1).

Moreover by (2.1)/(0 + , •) is supported by the set of nonbranch points. When t

goes to zero in (3.3.1) we find that

(3.3.4) /(0+, A) = j p(0, (, A)po(d£),

and, if p0 is supported by the set of nonbranch points this equation reduces to

/(0 + , A)=po(A). The proof is complete.

(3.4) Extreme (minimal) absolute probability functions. The set of absolute

probability functions is convex. An absolute probability function / is extreme in

this set if and only if it is minimal, that is if and only iff is the only absolute proba-

bility function dominated by a multiple off.

(3.5) Theorem. If $ is a nonbranch point of an entrance space L, p(-, f, •) is a

minimal absolute probability function.

Iff=p(-, f, •) is not minimal, we can write/= (fi +/>)/2, where/ and f2y= fix

are absolute probability functions. Then if (x¡(r), r>0} is a smooth (/, 1) process

with state space L and if {x(t), t >0} is a smooth (/ 1) process with state space L,

the probability that x(0 + ) exists is the average of the probabilities that xx(0 + )

and x2(0 + ) exist. Hence the latter two probabilities are both 1, and according to

Theorem 3.3 the absolute probability functions / fi, f2 have unique canonical

representations (3.3.1). Since the measure corresponding to /is supported by f,

the stated uniqueness is impossible, and we have proved that /is minimal.

(3.6) Existence of entrance spaces. It is well known that there is always an

entrance space (see for example [2], [4]), and in fact that there is always one which

has, besides the properties (a)-(d) of (1.3) and (2.4), the following properties (e)

and (f).

(e) p(0, $x, )=p(0, i2, •) implies that f». = |2. (Of course this implication is

trivial if neither point is a branch point.) Moreover if limn^xp(t, £n,j) = u(t,j)

exists for t>0,j in /, and if 2/ u(-,j) = 1, then limoso fn exists.

(f) If/is any absolute probability function it has a unique canonical representa-

tion (3.3.1) (so that every smooth process with state space L has almost surely a

limit at i = 0 and every minimal/is of the form p(-, |, •) for some nonbranch

point f).
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(3.7) Definition. A canonical entrance space is an entrance space with the

properties (e), (f).

Let £ be an entrance space and Lc a canonical entrance space. Denote by pc

the extended transition function for Lc. If £ is a nonbranch point of £ there is a

unique nonbranch point £c of Lc for which /7C(-, fc, •)=/»(•, £, •). The map from

the set £i of nonbranch points of £ into its image L\ is continuous because of

property (e) of canonical entrance spaces, and is one-to-one. The map therefore

makes Borel sets correspond to Borel sets in both directions. Any Borel measure

on Lx corresponds to a unique Borel measure on L\ and conversely. Thus a canoni-

cal representation (3.3.1) on £ becomes one on Lc.

(3.8) Let £ and £' be entrance spaces, and denote the extensions of the transition

function for these spaces by p and p' respectively.

Theorem. Let L'0 be the set of points f in L' for which x(0+) exists almost surely

whenever {x(i), />0} is a ip'i-, (', ■), 1) smooth process with state space L ithat is

for which /»'(•, i't   ) has a representation (3.3.1) on L). Then L'0 is an entrance space.

In the convergence condition for ¿¡' to be in L'0, x(0+) can be defined in terms of

approach to 0 along the rationals, and it follows easily that £0 is a Borel set. If

L'o is not entrance adapted there is a smooth process {x'(0. t > 0} with state space

£', and a number 8>0 for which a path or path left limit hits £' —L'o with strictly

positive probability in the parameter interval [8, 1/8]. Choose a compact subset

A of £' —L'o so large that the same assertion is true for A instead of £'—£0, let r

be the infimum of times ^ 8 at which a path or path left limit hits A and let

t = t'A 1/8. Then x'(t) or x\r — ) is in A with strictly positive probability. Define

x(/) = lims|ix'(i), where the limit is in the £ topology and s is restricted to the

rationals (so that x\s) is almost surely integer valued simultaneously for all s).

The x process is then a smooth process with state space £ and the same absolute

probability function as the x' process. Let {rn, «^ 1} be a decreasing sequence with

limit t of finite rational valued stopping times. By process right continuity if

fin(t, ■), f(t, •) are respectively the distributions of x'(Tn-l-/), x\r+t), for r>0,

there is convergence of measures: limn_0O/n(r, •)=/(/» ')• Since the distributions

involved are all supported by the integers there is pointwise convergence:

limn _.„/„(/,/)=/(*,/) for all j. Now rn is a stopping time for the x process so t

is also, and x'irn + t) has the same distribution as x(rn + r). The preceding reasoning

can therefore be applied to the x process and yields the fact that the processes

{x'ir+t), t>0}, {xir + t), t>0} are smooth (/ 1) processes in their respective state

spaces. Since x\r+) exists almost surely,/has a canonical representation (3.3.1)

based on £', with p0 the distribution of x\r). If x'(t) is in A with strictly positive

probability the distribution of x'(t) assigns nonzero weight to the set of non-

branch points £' with/»'(■, (', ■) not of the form (3.3.1) based on £. On the other

hand the same reasoning applied to the x process shows that / has a canonical

representation based on L which assigns zero weight to points yielding such absolute
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probability functions. There are therefore two different representations of/when

referred back to the representations based on a canonical entrance space. We

have arrived at a contradiction and thereby deduce that x'(i-) is almost never in A.

Hence x'(t—) is in A with strictly positive probability, and it follows that there is

an increasing sequence {r'n, n^l} of stopping times with limit t such that with

strictly positive probability : t'u<t for all n ; r'n is rational valued ; the value of

x(t—) is in A. According to the strong Markov property in the form (1.5.2) the

distribution of the process (x'(t + í), r>0} where t'„<t for all n and x'(t —) is in

A is that of a smooth process with state space L' and absolute probability function

generated by an initial distribution which assigns strictly positive weight to A.

Repeating the reasoning used already, the distribution of the process {x(r + t),

t > 0} when r'n < r for all n and x'(t — ) is in A is that of a smooth process with state

space L, the absolute probability function just described, and this fact contra-

dicts the fact that x(t+) exists almost surely. We have thus proved that L' is en-

trance adapted. If f is in L'0 almost every path of a smooth (/>'(-, £', •), I) process

{y'(t), t>0} with state space L' has limit £' at r = 0 if £' is not a branch point. If

f is a branch point the same proof as that given above showing that x'(t) is

almost never in A shows here that y'(0+) is almost never in A. Hence L'0 is an

entrance space, as was to be proved.

(3.9) Theorem. Let L, L' be as in the preceding theorem.

(a) If £' is a point ofiL' which is neither polar nor a branch point, there is a unique

nonbranch point f of L with p(-, Ç, -)=p'(-, (', •)■

(b) If A' is a Borel set of nonbranch nonpolar points of L' and if A is the corre-

sponding subset of L furnished by (a), A is a Borel set and, for every absolute prob-

ability function fi the hitting time distribution of A' for a smooth (fi 1) process with

state space L' is the same as the hitting time distribution of A for a smooth (fi 1 )

process with state space L. In particular f in (a) is nonpolar, and is regular if f ' is a

regular point ofiL'.

If £' is not polar, £' cannot be in the set L' —L'0 of Theorem 3.8, because this

set is not hit by smooth processes or their left limits. Hence the absolute probability

function p'(-, £', •) has a canonical representation (3.3.1) based on L. If f is not

a branch point, p'(-, £', ■) is minimal, so the measure p0 must be supported by a

singleton {£}. Thus (a) is true. To prove (b) note that the nonbranch points of L

and L are each in a one-to-one Borel set preserving correspondence with subsets

of the nonbranch points of a canonical entrance space. Hence in (b) if A' is a Borel

set, A is also a Borel set. Let {x'(i), r>0} be a smooth (/ 1) process with state

space L' and define x(t) = limsit x'(s), where the limit is in the L topology and s is

restricted to be rational, so that x'(s) can be taken as integer valued. Let x'(t, co)

he the value of x'(t) at the point co of the measure space on which the x' process is

defined, and we write x(t, cu) for the value of x(i) at cu. Deleting a null co set, the x

process is a smooth (/ 1) process with state space L. Now almost no path of a
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smooth process hits a branch point. Thus deleting a null w set if necessary we can

assume that x\t, œ) and x(r, w) are not branch points, and we prove that if x'(r, a»)

is not polar its image under the correspondence set up in (a) is precisely x(r, to).

This assertion is trivially true when t is restricted to the rationals because integers

in £ and £' correspond to each other. Therefore (restricting í to the rationals)

/»'(/, x'(r, oj)J) = lim p'is, x'is, w),j)
s it

= limpis,xis,w),j)

= pit, x(r, w),j),

and this equality identifies x(/, <o) as the image of x\t, u>). Now in proving (b) we

can, according to (2.2), use any smooth (/ 1) processes we wish. If we use the pair

we have been considering, it is clear that the hitting time of A' is almost surely

less than or equal to that of A. On the other hand if in the present context, after

deleting the null sets as described, if x(/0, w) is in A, the preceding reasoning carried

through in the reverse direction shows that x(i0, of) is the image of x\t0, of) in the

correspondence set up in (a). Hence the hitting time of A' is greater than or equal

to that of A, and the theorem is now completely proved. Incidentally we have

proved that (deleting appropriate w null sets) the paths of the x' and x processes

are images of each other, if observed only when the paths are at nonbranch nonpolar

points.

4. Exit spaces.

(4.1) Generalities. The conditions on an entrance space involve only the given

transition function p. Unfortunately the transition function of a Markov process

reversed in time depends on the absolute probability function. We shall choose an

absolute probability function, reverse the corresponding process starting from a

random time to get a stationary reverse transition function p* and define an exit

space for p as an entrance space for /»*.

(4.2) A dual transition function. Let {an, ne 1} be strictly positive numbers

with sum 1. Define

f°(t,j) = Jtaipit,i,j),
(4.2.1) fco

Kj)=\    e-r°(s,j)ds;   ph(t,i,j)=p(t,i,j)lhif).
Jo

Then the function h is strictly positive.

If S is any space, £A will denote that space with a new point A adjoined to it.

If S is topological, 5A is also and the open subsets of SA are the open subsets of S

with or without A, so that A is an isolated point of 5A.

Define a transition function for the state space Ia by

(4.2.2) P*(t' hj) = e''P^J' 0*(/).      />*('• '» A) = Jl e~sf°(St i) dsjhii),

p*it, A, A) = 1.
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This transition function satisfies (1.1.1) on 7A and will be called the dual of the

transition function p. This dual depends on the choice of a., which will be fixed

throughout this paper, except in (9.5).

(4.2.3) If M is a topological space and if MA is an entrance space for p*, M

will be called an exit space for p. For consistency one can extend the transition

function p by defining

PA(t,i,j) = p(t,i,j),

(4.2.4) pA(t,i, A) = 0, (t > 0; i,j in /).

pA(t, A, A) = 1,

If L is an entrance space for p then LA is one for pA. Conversely A is an isolated

point of any entrance space for pA and the space less this point is an entrance

space for p. If/is an absolute probability function forp and if/A is /extended by

setting/(-, A)=0, the extended function is an absolute probability function for/A

A smooth (/ 1) process with state space L becomes a smooth process on LA forpA

under the convention that any path which reaches A stays there.

If L* is an exit space forp, the functionsp*(■, -,j) andp*(■, -, A) have continu-

ous extensions to (0, oo)xL*. Then ph(-,j, ■) has a continuous extension to

(0, oo) x L*. In the following, such notation as ph will always refer to the extended

function. The second equation of (1.3.1) when applied to p* implies that for f*

inL*

(4.2.5) Ph(s+t, k, f *) = 2 Pis, k, j)ph(t, j, $*)■
i

(4.3) Probabilistic interpretations. Using/0 (defined in (4.2.1)) let {xo(t),t>0}

he an (fi°, 1) process with state space /. Let Z be a positive random variable, in-

dependent of this process, with distribution density s ~* e~s on [0, oo). If x0(r) is

defined as A for r^O, define the process {x*(t),t^0} by x*(t) = x0(Z-t). This

process is a Markov process with transition funttion p*. The distribution of each

random variable of the process is supported by Ia and the absolute probability

function of the process is given by

(4.3.1) fi°*(t, i) = e~lh(i),      f°*(t, A) = 1-e"'.

In particular, if L is an adapted space for p, in the sense of (1.3), the x0 process

can be taken to be smooth with state space L and the process {x*(t+), i>0} will

then be a smooth process for p*.

5. Entrance exit spaces.

(5.1) Proposition. IfiL is adapted to p then LA is adapted to p*.

According to (4.3) if L is adapted to p, the process

(5.1.1) flim x$(s), t > 0\       (s rational)
\slt J
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(limit in the £A topology) has state space £A and is a right continuous Markov

process with left limits, absolute probability function/0*, transition function p*.

The absolute probability function/0* is generated by the initial distribution assign-

ing probability hij) to j. Hence there is a smooth process with this state space

and transition function for any absolute probability function generated by an

initial distribution supported by Ia. If/* is an arbitrary absolute probability

function for/»*, let {yit), t>0} be a Markov process with state space Ia, transition

function /»*, absolute probability function /*. According to what we have just

proved, if c>0 the process

Him yis), t > c\       (j rational)
lui j

(limit in the £A topology), which has absolute probability function generated by

the initial distribution /*(c, ■), supported by Ia, is right continuous with left

limits. Since c is arbitrary, £A is adapted to p*.

(5.2) Proposition. If L*a is adapted to p* then L* is adapted to p.

If £*A is adapted to/»*, and if the limit in (5.1.1) is taken in the L* topology, the

process so defined is a right continuous process with left limits, state space £*A.

That is, x0(i) can be modified for t <Z to be £* valued, left continuous with right

limits (or, if preferred, right continuous with left limits, by setting x(r) = lims x, x0(j),

with s rational, limit in the £* topology). Since Z is independent of the x0 process,

x(/) exists as the indicated limit almost surely simultaneously for all i>0 and the

x process is a smooth (/°, 1) process with state space L*. The fact that there is a

smooth (/, 1) process, for an arbitrary/ with state space £* is proved for/generated

by an initial distribution on / and then for arbitrary / just as in the proof of

Proposition 5.1.

(5.3) Theorem. There is a space which is both an entrance and an exit space for

the given transition function.

Let £0 and £0* be respectively entrance and exit spaces for /». Then £0 [£*]

is a Borel subset of a compact metric space K [£*] with metric p [p*]. Let K be

the completion of I in the metric p + p*. Then £is a compact metric space in which

/ is dense and there is a unique continuous map a [«*] from £ into £ [£*] leaving /

invariant. Define

£o = «-1(^o)na*-1(£0*),

(5.3.1) pit, i A) = pit, aii), A),

p*it,Í,j)=p*it,a*iÍ),j),

so that

(5.3.2) pit, i,j) = pit, i,j),      phit, i,j) = phit, i,j),      p*it, i,j) = p*it, i,j).

phit,j,i)=phit,j,a*ii)),
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Adjoin a point A to K0, making A an isolated point of the enlarged space K£.

Extend p to pA following (4.2) and define

p*(t, A, A) = 1,       p*(t, I, A) = p*(t, a*(i), A).

For each integer/ the functionsp(-, -,j) and p*(-, -,j) are continuous on (0, oo)

x K0, and (1.3.1) is satisfied by p and p*. We shall write of spaces adapted to p

or p*. Any subset of Ko which is adapted to p or p* is entrance adapted to it. The

space Ko is adapted to pA (equivalently to p) because if (x(r), t >0} is an (/, 1)

process with state space / we have seen in proving Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 that the

restriction to the rationals of almost every x process sample function has right and

left limits in K0 [Kg] at every i>0, in the K [K*] topology, therefore also in the K

topology, and the limits are in K0. The right limit defines a smooth (/, 1) process

with state space K0. According to Proposition 5.1, KA is entrance adapted to p*

as well as topA. By Theorem 2.5 a certain Borel subset Lx of KA is an entrance space

for p and therefore (Proposition 5.1) LA is entrance adapted to p*. Then (Proposi-

tion 5.2) a certain Borel subset L2 of LA is an entrance space for p* and therefore

(Proposition 5.2) L2 is an entrance adapted space for p, and so on, continuing the

alternations. Clearly if L = (]n Ln, L is both an entrance space and an exit space for

p, that is, for the given transition function.

(5.4) Common branch points. If L is both an entrance and an exit space, almost

no path (including the limit at 0) or path left limit of a smooth process with state

space L meets the set of points which are branch points both for p and its dual,

because paths of a smooth process for a transition function do not meet branch

points for that transition function. Hence if the set of points which are branch

points both for p and its dual are removed from L, the remainder is still an entrance

and an exit space. Thus there is always an entrance exit space in the sense of the

following definition.

Definition. A space L will be called an entrance exit space if it is both an entrance

and an exit space and if no point is a branch point both for the given transition

function and its dual.

We observe that if in (5.3) K0 and K¿* had been chosen to be canonical, the final

space L obtained would have had the property that a point of L is determined

uniquely by the pair (p( ■, §, • ), p*( ■, |, • )) that is by the pair (p( ■, §, • ), ph( ■, ■, |))

of functions on (0, cc)xl, and that lim,,^«, |n=| if and only if limn_00 p(-, |„, •)

=p(-, |, ■) and lim^oo^-, -, in)=ph(-, -, |). Thus there is always an entrance

exit space (a 'canonical' one) satisfying these conditions. We shall not need such

spaces in this paper.

(5.5) Proposition. Let L be an entrance exit space. Then a point is a regular

point for p if and only if it is regular for p*.

Suppose that f is regular for p*. Then | cannot be a branch point for p or an

irregular nonbranch point for p because in either case the parameter values where
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I is hit by almost any path or path left limit of a smooth process with state space

£ have no finite limit point (see (3.1)). The converse is proved in the same way.

6. Space time excessive functions on an entrance space.

(6.1) Definitions. Throughout this section, L is an entrance space (for /»).

If a>0, a function g from (0, oo)x£ [(0, oo)x/] into [0, oo] will be called space

time a supermedian for £ [/] if

(6.1.1) e-o'^pis, t,j)g(t-s,j) Ú g(t, 0       i0<s<t)
i

for i in L [I]. With either domain the left side of (6.1.1) increases as s decreases,

and we denote the limit at 0 by g0. The function g0 is space time a supermedian.

For either domain the minimum of two space time a supermedian functions is

also space time a supermedian. In particular if g is such a function so is g Ac

for every positive constant c.

With either domain, if g=g0 the function g will be called a space time excessive.

The usual argument shows thatg0 is always space time a excessive. If g is space time

a supermedian [excessive] and does not actually depend on its first argument, g is

called a supermedian [excessive]. Trivially, if g is space time a supermedian or

space time a excessive for £ the restriction to (0, oo)xl has the same property for /.

(6.2) Theorem. If g is space time a supermedian for I, git-, i) exists for every

t > 0 and

(6.2.1) goit, i) = git-, i) Ú git, i) ^ lim inf gis, i).
s i t

If g is space time a supermedian for I, it is space time a excessive if and only if it is

left continuous in the first argument.

If g is bounded, when i->0 in (6.1.1) it follows that git-, i) exists and that

go(t, 0=g(t — , ')■ If this result is applied to g Ac when g is not bounded, we find

that git —, i) exists and

(6.2.2) e~" 2pis, i,j)[git-s,j) A c] á git-, i) A c g g0it, i).

When c -> oo and then s-^0we obtain

(6.2.3) g0it,i) úgit-,i) úg0(t,i).

Furthermore g^g0 and

(6.2.4) lim inf git+ 8, i) ^ lim inf e~aipih, i, i)git, i) = git, i).
ajo ô \o

Thus (6.2.1) is true. The last assertion of the theorem is now trivial.

(6.3) Corollary. If g is space time a excessive on L, g is lower semicontinuous

on (0, oo) x £.
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In fact for fixed s the summands in (6.1.1) are lower semicontinuous for r>s,

£ inL.
The study of space time a supermedian functions is parallel to that of a super-

median functions in [2] except for Theorem 9.3b and Theorem 9.4 of that paper

which are not extended because the proofs in [2] are wrong and the truth of the

theorems doubtful. Let Lb be the set of branch points of the entrance space L.

(6.4) Theorem. If g is space time a supermedian for L and is lower semicontinuous

then g=g0 on (0, co) x (L-Lb).

In fact by definition of g0

(6.4.1)      g0(t, 0 = lim e— j"g(i-s, Qpis, Ç, dl) ^ jg(t, Qp(0, ¿, dQ,

if g is lower semicontinuous. This inequality implies that when f is not a branch

point g0(t, 0=g(t, £)> and since the reverse inequality is true there is equality.

(6.5) Theorem. If gx and g2 are space time a excessive for I, giAg2 is also.

If gx and g2 are space time a excessive for L, gx Ag2 is a supermedian and coincides

on (0, oo) x (L—Lb) with the space time a supermedian function (gx Ag2)0.

Since the minimum is supermedian, the assertions follow from (6.2), (6.3), (6.4).

(6.6) Theorem. Let g be a space time a excessive function for L.

(a) For every f in L,

(6.6.1) g(t, 0 = jg(t, r,)p(0, I, drj).

(h) If i £ L - (L¡, u /) then g(t, |) = lim inf g(s, i) when i -> £ (i in T), s -> t.

The truth of (a) follows from

(6.6.2)

jg(t, v)p(0, i, dv) = lim Jp(0, Ï, dv) JV»g(t-s, Op(s, £, dt)

= lim [g(t-s,0p(s,Ç,d0 = g(t,0.
S-.0 J

To prove (b) let m(A, 8) be the infimum of g(t, j) for t < 8 and y in the set of integers

in an open subset A of L containing £. Then

g(r, 0 = lim Vp(s, £,j)g(t-s,j)
s->0    j

(6.6.3) = m(A, 8) lim inf p(s, Î, A)
S-.0

= m(A, 8),

and this inequality combined with the lower semicontinuity of g implies the truth

of(b).
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(6.7) Extension of space time a excessive functions for I. If g is a space time a

excessive function for / and if g'(t, ■ ) is defined as g(t, ■) on I and + co otherwise

on L, g' is space time a supermedian for L and g'0 is therefore a function which is a

space time a excessive (for L) extension of g. The very definition of a space time a

excessive function for L shows that such a function is determined by its values on

(0, oo) x /. Thus the extension we have obtained is the only possible one.

(6.8) Theorem. If g is a space time a excessive function fior L, if a>0, and if

{x(t), t>0} is a smooth (fi 1) process with state space L, the process

(6.8.1) {e~atg[a-t, x(t)], 0 < t < a}

is right continuous with left limits. Iff has the special form (3.3.1) there is the almost

sure limit g[a, x(0 + )] at t = 0.

If0<8<r, define gó by

gö(t, o = 2 w8) f e~asp(s' èj)g(t-s,j) ds
j Jo

(6.8.2)
= 2 (I/«) e-°«-*p(t-s, t,j)g(s,j) ds.

j Jt-ö

Then g6 increases to g when 8 j 0. Moreover the process

(6.8.3) {e-atgô[a-t,x(t)], 8 < t < a}

is a supermartingale if the expectations of the random variables are finite. Now

if g is bounded by c the series in (6.8.2) is dominated term by term for (t, £) in

(8, oo)xL=A by the series

2(C/S) fp(s,i,j)ds.
j Jo

This series, a series of continuous functions on L with continuous sum c, converges

uniformly on every compact subset of L, by Dini's theorem. Then the series (6.8.2)

converges uniformly for (t, £) in any compact subset of A and it follows that g6

is continuous on A. Thus if g is bounded the martingale (6.8.3) is right continuous

with left limits. In the bounded case we have now proved that the process (6.8.1)

is the limit of an increasing sequence of right continuous supermartingales (all

relative to the same family of a algebras) and as such is itself right continuous with

left limits, by a theorem of Meyer. If g is not bounded, the process (6.8.1) with g

replaced by (gAc)0 has the asserted continuity properties and since almost no

sample path of the x process hits a branch point the subscript can be omitted,

according to Theorem 6.4. Hence the first assertion of Theorem 6.8 is true. In

proving the second assertion we can suppose that g is bounded and we define

x(0)=x(0+). Since the process (6.8.1) is a bounded right continuous supermartin-

gale there is a limit at 0, and by lower semicontinuity

(6.8.4) g[a, x(0)] Ú lim g[a-1, x(t)].
t-»o
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On the other hand the process (6.8.1) supplemented by the random variable

g[a, x(0)] at r = 0 is a supermartingale and applying the supermartingale inequality

and Fatou's lemma,

(6.8.5) E{g[a, x(0)]} ä £|lim g[a -1, x(/)]|.

There is therefore equality in (6.8.4), as was to be proved.

7. Exit laws.   Throughout this section L is an entrance space.

(7.1) Definition. A function g from (0, co)x£ [(0, co)xI] into [0, oo] will be

called an exit law for £ [/] if

(7.1.1) %pis, Lj)g(t,j) = g(s+t, 0       (s, t > 0)
i

for f in L [I].

If g is a finite valued exit law for /, the functional equation (7.1.1) forces g(-, /)

to be continuous, with a continuous extension (finite) to [0, oo), by a theorem of

Chung [1]. The restriction to (0, oo) x / of an exit law for £ is an exit law for /.

Conversely if g is an exit law for /, the left side of (7.1.1) depends only on s + t for

i in £, and defines an extension of g to an exit law for £.

If g is an exit law for £, g is a space time a excessive function for £, for all a^0.

Then g is lower semicontinuous and, from (7.1.1), if g is bounded g is even con-

tinuous.

(7.2) Theorem. If g is an exit law for I, ifa^ 0, and ifiu is defined by

(7.2.1) uii) = j%-"gis, i) ds

then u is a excessive. For any i with «(/) finite,

(7.2.2) lim e-«tyPit,i,jMj) = 0
i-» y

and gi-, i) is uniquely determined by u. Conversely ifia^O and ifiu is a finite valued

a excessive function satisfying (7..2.2) for all i, there is a unique exit law g for which

(7.2.1) is true.

Neveu [4] proved this theorem (by a different method) for a slightly more

restrictive class of exit laws. Equation (7.1.1) implies that

(7.2.3) e~at 2 Pit, i,J>(J) =  n e~asg(s, Q ds
i Jt

which in turn implies that m is a excessive and that (7.2.2) is true if «(/) is finite.

Moreover if w(/) is finite, u determines the integral in (7.2.3) and thereby determines

gi-, i). Conversely if aäO and if u is an a excessive finite valued function, the
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function gf defined by

(7.2.4) git) = u(i)-e-at2Pit, i, j)u(j)
i

is monotone increasing on (0, oo), from 0 to u(i) if (7.2.2) is satisfied, and we can

write

(7.2.5) u(i) = r e-" dQ(s, i),       Q(t, i) = f eas dgi(s).
Jo Jo

The function Q( ■, i) is monotone increasing and

(7.2.6) ]>/>(/, k, i)Q(t, i) = Q(t+r, k)-Q(r, k),
i

from which functional equation it follows [1] that Q(-, i) has a continuous deriva-

tive defining an exit law. Thus (7.2.5) yields the desired converse.

(7.3) Generalization. If the condition (7.2.2) is dropped from the hypotheses of

the converse in Theorem 7.2 and if u„(i) is defined as the limit in (7.2.2), the

conclusion becomes

(7.3.1) u(i) = f e-aig(t, i) dt+ux(i)

where

(7.3.2) ux(i) = e-at2p(U !,;>«(/)•
i

The representation (7.3.1) is a version in the present context of the Riesz decom-

position of a positive superharmonic function into the sum of a potential and a

harmonic function.

(7.4) Extension of (7.2.1) to L. Let m be an a excessive function for /, finite

valued and represented in terms of the exit law g by (7.2.1). We know that u has a

unique a excessive extension to L, also denoted by u, and g has an extension to an

exit law for L, also denoted by g. Moreover from (7.1.1),

(7.4.1) 2 e~asP(s> &JW) = I"" *"*"*('. ») *
j Js

and when s goes to zero in this equation we obtain

(7.4.2) u(0 = J" e'atg(t, 0 dt,

extending (7.2.1). If u is any a excessive function on L which is finite valued on /,

this argument shows that there is a unique exit law g for L giving the representation

(7.4.2). Conversely direct calculation shows that if g is an arbitrary exit law for

L, (7.4.2) defines an a excessive function u on L.

(7.5) Exit laws on processes. From Theorem 6.8 it is clear that if{x(t), t>0} is a

smooth (/ 1) process with/of the special form (3.3.1), with state space L, if g
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is an exit law on L, and if a>0, the process {g[a-t, x(?)], 0<t<a} is right con-

tinuous with left limits, and right limit g[a, x(0 + )] at / = 0. This process is a

martingale if

(7.5.1) E{g[a-t, xit)]} = 2 g(a-t,j)fi(t,j) < oo.
j

(7.6) Theorem. If g is an exit law for I or L then for each £ the function gi-, |)

vanishes identically if at all. If g is an exit law for L and if A is the set of zeros of

git, •), almost no path of a smooth process with state space L which ever hits A or has

limit in A at t = 0 or has left limit in a nonbranch point of A ever hits L — A or has

left limit in L — A thereafter. If g is continuous, in particular if g is bounded, the

word ' nonbranch ' can be deleted.

The first assertion of the theorem reduces to Proposition 2.3 when g =/»(•, -, k)

and the method of proof of that proposition is applicable. (We are dealing with

entrance spaces instead of entrance adapted spaces here only to avoid pointless

verbiage.) The second assertion of the theorem implies for this choice of g that if

pi-, f, k)=0 almost no path of a smooth process with state space £ which hits f

or has limit £ at f = 0 or has left limit £ ever hits k thereafter. To prove the second

assertion of the theorem suppose first that g is bounded and continuous and con-

sider the martingale defined in (7.5), assuming, to avoid trivial complications,

that /has the special form (3.3.1) and that x(0) is defined as x(0 + ). Let rx be the

infimum of times t when x(r) or x(r—) is in a compact subset Ax of A and let t2

be the infimum of times t>rx when x(/) or xit — ) is in L — A. In each case the

stopping time is defined as oo if there is no time satisfying the stated conditions.

Almost every sample function of this positive martingale either vanishes or has

left limit 0 at time rx when rx < a. But then it is well known (see for example [2])

that the martingale vanishes for t>rx and therefore r2^a almost surely. Since a

is an arbitrary strictly positive number and A x is an arbitrary compact subset of A

the proof is complete under the stated hypotheses. In the unbounded case replace

g in the preceding discussion by (gAl)0. The martingale then becomes a super-

martingale. If g is continuous this positive supermartingale vanishes or has left

limit 0 at time rx when rx<a, because (gAl)0fkg, and this supermartingale

becomes strictly positive near time r2 when r2<a because g is continuous, and in

fact lower semicontinuity would be sufficient. Thus the theorem is valid for g

continuous. If g is not continuous, the reasoning just used remains applicable if

Ax contains no branch point because then x^) is in Ax almost surely whenever

xirx — ) is in Ax, according to (2.2).

(7.7) Special exit laws. We have seen that a smooth (/ 1) process with entrance

state space £ has an almost sure limit at 0 if and only if/has the form (3.3.1).

The corresponding set of absolute probability functions for the dual transition

function p* suggests that the class of exit laws for p of the form

(7.7.1) git,i) = j^phit,i,nPoid{*),
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where L* is an exit space and p0 is a measure, which can be chosen if desired sup-

ported by the set of nonbranch points for p*, will somehow play a dual role. This

role will be exhibited in §11.

8. Space time excessive measures.    In this section L is always an exit space.

(8.1) Definition. For each />0 let/(r, •) be a positive measure on /, and write

f(t,j) for f(t, {j}) ( ̂  oo). If a ^ 0,/will be called a space time a supermedian measure

if

(8.1.1) e~» 2/('-í, i)p(s, i,j) Ú fi(t,j)       (0 < s < t).
i

The left side increases as s decreases and we denote the limit at 0 by/0. If/,, is

defined by fh(t, i) =f(t, i)jh(i) (the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the measure

f(t, ■) with respect to the measure h defined in (4.2.1)), and if we also set/,(r, A) = 0,

the function (t, i) ~* e"'/,(?, i) is a space time a supermedian function for /* relative

to the dual transition function p*. If/=/0,/is called a space time a excessive mea-

sure, and is so if and only if (t, i) ~* e~%(t, i) is a space time a excessive function

for p*. We can thus read off for example the following properties of/, (in the ex-

cessive case) from the corresponding properties of a excessive functions :/( •, i) is left

continuous, (t, i)~+ e'%(t, i) has a unique extension to a space time a excessive

function for p* on (0, oo) x L. Since L must be adapted to p as well as to its dual,

to every absolute probability function / for p corresponds a smooth (/ 1) process

{x(t), t>0} (transition function p) with state space L. Now define x*(t) as in

(4.3), so that {x*(t + ), t >0} is smooth (transition function /?*). Then according to

Theorem 6.8 (which is applicable to adapted state spaces if only strictly positive

parameter values are considered) applied to the dual transition function, if a > 0 the

{fi[a-t,x*(t+)],0< t<a}

process is a right continuous process with left limits.

9. Entrance laws.

(9.1) Definition. For each r>0 let/(f, •) be a positive measure on /, and write

fi(t,j) forfi(t,{j})(úco). If

(9.1.1) 2f({> 0/to U) = fi(s + t,j)       (s, t>0)
i

f will be called an entrance law. (Note that this definition omits Neveu's [4]

boundedness condition.) An entrance law is a space time a excessive measure for

every a^O. If 2¡/(?> 0=1> tne entrance law/is called an absolute probability

function. If/is an entrance law and ifA(r, i)=f(t, i)lh(i),fi(t, A) = 0, then, follow-

ing (8.1), the function (t, i) ~+ e'fh(t, i) is an exit law for the dual transition

function p*. Conversely if g* is an exit function for the dual transition function,

with g*(-, A)=0, (t, i) ~* elg*(t, i)h(i) is an entrance law for p. If / is an entrance

law and if u is defined by

(9.1.1) u(i) = j\-"f(s,i)ds,
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an argument exactly like that in §7 shows that u is an a excessive measure, and

(9.1.2) lim e-«yfiit,i)pit,i,j) = 0

whenever w(0 is finite. Conversely if « is an a excessive measure, finite at each

integer, and satisfies (9.1.2), there is a corresponding entrance law satisfying (9.1.1).

(9.2) Extension of an entrance law. Iff is an entrance law,

(9.2.1) 2A(s, i)Phit-s, i,j)hii) = fiifj).
i

Let £* be an exit space and define/„(f, •) on £* by the left side of (9.2.1), using the

continuous extension of /»„(-, /, •) to (0, oo)x£*. This extension is a special case

of the extension of a space time a excessive measure described in (8.1).

(9.3) Theorem. If L* is an exit space and if f is an entrance law, then for each

i* in L* the function fii ■, f*) vanishes identically if at all. If A is the set of zeros of

fiit, ■ ) almost no path of a smooth process with state space L* itransition function p)

hits A in a nonbranch point for p* or has a left limit in A after hitting L* — A or

having a left limit in L* — A. Iffi is continuous, in particular if supM e~%it, i) < oo,

the words 'nonbranch point for /»*' can be deleted.

This theorem is the dual of Theorem 7.6, and is proved by applying that theorem

to the dual situation. The most interesting special case is/=//(-, £, •) for f a

point of an entrance space.

(9.4) Extension of ph. Let £ and L* be respectively entrance and exit adapted

spaces. Then for each point i ofL,pi-, |, • ) is an entrance law. Denote byp'hi-, £, ■)

the extension to (0, oo) x £* of the function (r, i) ~» /»h(r, f, i) obtained in (9.2).

Then

(9.4.1)     2 /*('• £ *>"(*> '• £*)"(') = P*(s+t' €, f *)       (f e £, f * e £*).
i

The dual of this extension is the following. For each point $* of £*, phi •, •, £*)

is an exit law. Denote by />£(•, -, f*) the extension (see (7.1)) to (0, oo) x£ of this

law. Then

(9.4.2) 2 fa f • was, i, n = ph(s+1, f, n-
i

Our definitions imply that

Pn(t, L OK') - P(U Í, 0.       K(s, i, t*) = PAß, i, î*).

Hence the left sides of (9.4.1) and (9.4.2) are equal and we have proved thatp'h=p"h.

From now on this function will be denoted by ph. It is lower semicontinuous on

(0, oo) x £ x £* and satisfies

(9.4.3) 2 P(s> £• OAfe '. í*) = A(í+í, f, Í*)-
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This function ph is the version in the present context of Lumer-Na'ims 6 kernel in

classical potential theory [3] in the context of the Martin boundary.

(9.5) Intrinsic pairs of entrance exit laws. Let £ be an entrance exit space, and

let £' be a second entrance exit space, perhaps obtained using another choice h'

of h, that is using another choice of the sequence {an, « ^ 1} in (4.2.1). We use our

usual notation /», ph referring to £, and correspondingly p', p'h. for these functions

based on £'. Since /?' and h are both 1 excessive measures on /, h'jh (defined as 0

at A) is a 0 excessive function on Ia relative to p*. Then h'jh has a space time 0

excessive (relative to p*) extension to (0, oo) x £, which reduces to a 0 excessive

extension to £, and we keep the notation h'jh for this extension. Let f be a regular

point of £. Since £' is an entrance space there is (Theorem 3.9) a unique regular

point f of £' with pi-,i, •)=/(•, (', ) on (0, co)x/. Now let (x*(/), />0} be a

smooth process for the transition function /»* with state space £A. Then the process

{(/Vjh)[x*it)], t>0} is a right continuous supermartingale if its expectations are

finite, as they are if the x* process is chosen to have x*(0 + ) = / almost surely,

(9.5.1) E{ih'jh)[x*it)}} S h'ii)jhii).

Since f is regular, / can be chosen so that f is hit with strictly positive probability

by x* paths. Hence ih'jh)i^) < oo. If the x* process has absolute probability function

/>*(•, %, ■), to make x*(0 + ) = f almost surely, (9.5.1) is true with / replaced by f,

so h'jh on the x* process is a supermartingale, in fact even for the parameter interval

[0, oo) if we define x*(0) = £. By (7.5) applied to dual processes this supermartingale

is right continuous at r=0. For / restricted to be rational, the process {x*(i), t>0}

can be considered a process with state space /, or £', and we have for / rational,

s fixed, i fixed,

(9.5.2) W$\ P'h'lS' U X*(t)] = Ph[S' U **W1"

When t -> 0 this yields, since f ' is regular and therefore not a dual branch point,

(9.5.3) ih'jhXOp'As, i, f) = ph(s, i, 0-

Thus the exit laws ph(-, -, è), p'K-(-, -, f) are the same up to a constant factor.

We have now achieved the following results connecting the regular points of

different state spaces. If £ is a point of an entrance [exit] space, f generates an

entrance law p(-,£, •) [exit law ph(-, -, £)]> and if I is a nonbranch point for

p [/>*] no other nonbranch point for/» [/»*] generates this law. In particular if £ is a

regular point of an entrance exit space the point generates both an entrance and an

exit law and some uniquely determined regular point of each entry exit space

generates the same pair of laws, neglecting constant factors, and even allowing

different choices of the normalizing measure /?. Each member of the pair uniquely

determines the other up to a constant factor. Moreover (Theorem 3.9) if £ is a

regular point of any entrance [exit] space the entrance [exit] law f generates is
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also generated, aside from a constant factor, by some regular point of each entrance

[exit] space.

10. Taboo probabilities.

(10.1) Conventions. Let L be an entrance exit space, let r¡ be a point of L and

let {x(t), t>0} be a smooth (p(-, r¡, ■), 1) process with this state space. Let £ be a

point of L, possibly the same as 17, let t ( ̂  00) be the infimum of strictly positive

times that an x process path or path left limit hits f, and let Fn{ be the distribution

function of r. If f is not a branch point, Fn{ is unchanged if 'or path left limit' is

omitted in the definition. If i is a branch point almost no path hits f and there is a

monotone increasing sequence {t„, nS: 1} of stopping times, with limit t such that

rn<T for all n whenever rn<oo. Denote by p((t, r¡,j) the probability that a path

with x(t) =j has not hit i or had left limit $ at any time < t. The notation p*{

will denote the corresponding probability for the dual transition function.

In the following work the Laplace transform of a measure dF will be denoted by

(dF)~ and the Laplace transform of a function <j> will be denoted by <¡>. Only strictly

positive arguments of the transforms will be used. Note thatpA(-, i,j) is finite, in

fact at most

\l-p*(t,j,A)Y\h(i) = ^ ê-T(s,j)ds\\h(i)h(j)\ ^ ll[h(i)h(j)],

and ph(X, i, £) is finite for A > 1 because ph(t, i, £) ̂  é¡h(i).

(10.2) Theorem. If $ and r¡ are points of the entrance exit space L,

(10.2.1) p(t, v,j) = j*p(t-s, i,j) dFvi(s)+pt(t, v,j).

The last term vanishes if f =/ For all integers i, j, k,

(10.2.2) p(■, i, j) =p(-, i, k)p(■, k, j)lp(-,k,k) +pk(■, i, j).

To prove the theorem consider the martingale {p[t-s, x(s),j], 0<s<r}, using

the x process defined in (10.1). Define the martingale at s = 0 as p(t,r¡,j). Since

x(s) = k almost surely for values of s arbitrarily close to t, when x(t) = k, this

martingale has as limit at t the indicator function of the set where x(t)=j. Adjoin

this limit to the martingale to obtain a martingale with parameter interval [0, t].

If £ is not a branch point and if t is defined as in (10.1), apply the martingale

equality for expectations at times 0 and t A t to get (10.2.1). If i is a branch point

define t„ as in (10.1), apply the martingale equality at times 0 and (At, and then

when n -> 00 get (10.2.1). It is trivial that the last term of (10.2.1) vanishes when

£==j. To prove (10.2.2) write (10.2.1) with 77, f, j successively replaced by i, k, j

and i, k, k.

(10.3) Theorem. If f is a nonbranch point of the entrance exit space L,

(10.3.1) Ph(t, i, 0 = £ph(t-s, f, 0 dF^ + eY^t, f, i)lh(i).
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If f /i regular, pni-, -n, 0^phi-, £, 0<oo for all r¡ in L, the last term of (10.3.1)

vanishes, and

(10.3.2) pi-, i, j) =pni-, i, i)p\■, t, j)jphi•, £ 0 +p\■, i, j).

If f=/c, (10.3.2) reduces to (10.2.2). Take r¡ = i and apply the same x process

and stopping time ras in the proof of Theorem 10.2, setting x(0) =/. Since phi-, -, 0

is an exit law, the process {/»„[/ - s, x(i), 0, 0 a s < t} is a right continuous martingale.

If 0 < 8 < / the martingale equality for times 0 and t a (/ - 8) is

Phit, i, 0 = E{Phit-r, f, i)lu<t-â}}+E{ph[8, xit-8), 01{t>t_„}

(10.3.3) /•<-« ^
Mi - s, $, 0 dFl(is) + 2 P\t - S, /, k)Phi&, k, 0.

Jo u

The sum becomes, when expressed in terms of the dual transition function,

(10.3.4) ~ 2 P*(8, i, k)p**it-?>, k, i).

If {x*(i), />0} is a smooth (/7*(-, f, •), 1) process for the transition function p*,

with state space £, the sum in (10.3.4) is the probability that x*(/) = / and that an

x* process path never hits f between times 8 and t—8. When 8 ->- 0 this probability

becomes p*\t, £, /). Therefore (10.3.1) is true. Suppose now that £ is regular. Then

the last term in (10.3.1) vanishes because (Proposition 5.5) f is also regular for/»*,

and (10.3.1) becomes, in terms of Laplace transforms,

(10.3.5) phiX, i, 0 = phi\, i, 0(dF(()~.

Since the left side is finite for A> 1 (see (10.1))/7ft(A, f, 0 is also because (regularity

of 0 i can be chosen to make idFi()~ strictly positive. Moreover according to

(10.3.5),

(10.3.6) phi\, i, 0 Í phiX, f, 0

for A > 1 and all i. Then

(10.3.7) J" /»„(i, i, Í) * â e2!A(2, £, 0 < co

and therefore

(10.3.8) 2 K». U) f ä(*J, f) * = r hl A(i, '. O ds ̂  e2phi2, 0 0
j Jo Jn

from which we conclude that phiX, i, 0 is finite for all A > 0. We can now conclude

that (10.3.5) implies the finiteness of /»„(A, 0 0 for all A>0 and that phi-, i, 0

=Ph(-, L £)• Hence the same inequality is true if / is replaced by an arbitrary point

of £. Finally if (10.3.5) is used to eliminate (dFi()~ in the Laplace transform version

of (10.2.1) we obtain (10.3.2).
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(10.4) Neveu coupled laws. Let L be an entrance exit space. If f is a regular point

of L, (10.3.2) implies that

( 10.4.1) p(-,i, j) Z?h(-, i, OPX■, £, j)lph(■, £, f).

If/and g are respectively entrance and exit laws and if 0<s< t define

r/.fXO-2/c», *)«(*-*.*)■
k

The sum does not depend on s. Let [/, g]~ be the Laplace transform of [/, g].

Neveu [4] studied pairs/ g of entrance and exit laws satisfying

(10.4.2) 2fit'i) < °°>       SUP     g(s,i)ds < oo
i •     Jo

for all (equivalently some) t > 0 and

(10.4.1') P(-,i,j)^g(-,i)f(-,j)l[fig]~.

It is clear, using (10.3.7), that/?(-, i, ■),ph(-, -, f) is such a pair when f is regular.

Conversely if/ g is any such pair, Williams [5] showed that (aside from an irrele-

vant constant of proportionality) f=p(■, Ç, ■), for f some regular point of a

canonical entrance space, equivalently for f some regular point of any entrance

space according to Theorem 3.9. Neveu showed that g is uniquely determined by

/(aside from a constant of proportionality) and called each such pair with £ not an

integer a 'fictitious event'. (Two pairs are considered the same if corresponding

elements differ only by factors of proportionality.) Williams obtained the second

member of a pair corresponding to the regular point £ in terms of the local time at

f. The Neveu pairs are evidently the pairs of entrance and exit laws generated by

the regular points of any entrance exit space, as discussed in (9.5).

11- (/g) process.

(11.1) Distribution of an (fi g) process. Let /and g be respectively entrance and

exit laws satisfying

(11.1.1) 2/&0 = l,       0< [f,g](t)< co.

Choose b>0 and define probabilities for a process {x(t),0<t<b} with state space

I by

(11 12) P{x(fl) = /l'---'*(r") = /n}

= Ah, k)p(t2~tx, h, »a)- • -P(tn-tn-x, J'n-i, Qg(b-tn, /„)/[/, g](b)

for 0 < f j < • • • < tn < b. This distribution is Markovian with absolute probability

function given by

(11.1.3) P{x(t) = /} = /(/, i)g(b -1, /)/[/, g](b)
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and transition function (from / at time s toy at time t>s) given by

(11 • 1.4) pit-s, i, j)gib-1, j)jgib-s, i).

A zero of the denominator in (11.1.4) causes no trouble because £{x(s) = /}=0

when gib — s, i) = 0. A process with parameter interval (0, b) and the finite dimen-

sional distribution (11.1.2) will be called an (/ g) process. If £ is a topological space

containing /, an (/, g) process with state space L, right continuous with left limits,

will be called a smooth (/ g) process. If/ is an integer and 0 < bx < b, if, g) process

probabilities involving parameter values &bx, with xibx)=j, are the same as those

for g=l except for the factor g(b — bx,j)j[fi g]ib). Thus if £ is a topological space

adapted to /» there is a smooth (/ g) process with state space £.

If g= 1 the value of b is irrelevant and can be taken as oo, and an (/, g) process

then becomes an (/ 1) process, as defined earlier, if, as we can suppose, 2i/(/> 0 = 1.

(11.2) Extension of theorems on if, 1) processes to ifig) processes. If £ is an

entrance space, if {xit), />0} is a smooth (/ g) process with state space £, if g'

is a space time a excessive function and if a>0 it was seen in §6 that when

g=l the process {g'[a — t, xit)], 0<t<a} is right continuous with left limits. The

argument used to derive the continuity properties of (/ g) process sample functions

shows that the earlier result is true for general g, with of course the restriction that

0 < / < a A b. In particular we can take g' =g. We shall use the fact that almost every

sample function of the process {g[a — t, xit)], 0<t<aAb} is bounded away from

0 on each compact subinterval of the parameter interval. To see this note first

that the process

(11.2.1) {e-atig'jg)[b-t, xit)], 0<t<b}

is a supermartingale if the random variables have finite expectations, as they do if

g' = l. In that case the process is a right continuous positive supermartingale and

as such has sample functions which are almost all bounded on compact parameter

intervals, as was to be proved. Note that this means that the process (11.2.1) is

right continuous with left limits.

The theorems in previous sections for (/ 1) processes go over into theorems for

(/, g) processes, just as sample function smoothness did; alternatively proofs can

be given valid for all g. Thus (Theorem 7.6) if £ is an entrance space, if g' is an exit

law, and if A is the set of zeros of g', almost no path of any smooth (/, g) process

with state space £ which ever hits A or has left limit in a nonbranch point of A

or has limit in A at /=0 ever hits L — A or has left limit in L — A thereafter. To give

a proof valid for all g replace the process {g'[a — t, xit)], 0< /</>} which would be

used in the proof when g= 1 by the (right continuous) process

{g'[a-t, xit)]jg[b-t, xit)}, 0 < t < a A b},

or by the minimum with c if the expectations of these random variables are not

finite. If the expectations are finite the process is a martingale.
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(11.3) (fig) processes at 0. Let L be an entrance space, let / be an absolute

probability function of the form (3.3.1) and let {x(t), t>0} be a smooth (/, g)

process with state space L. Then according to the principle of converting (/ 1)

into (/, g) probabilities stated in (11.1), x(0+) exists almost surely and has distri-

bution g(b, Tj)f(0 + , drf)l[fi g](b). In more detail on this last point, the probability

that x(0 + ) lies in A is the probability that x(0 + ) lies in A and that x(b/2)=j,

summed over j:

2 ( P(bl2,v,j)fi(0 + ,dr,)g(bl2,j)l[f,g](b) =   f g(b,r,)f(0 + ,dV)l[fig](b).
j  Ja Ja

In particular if £ is not a branch point and iffi=p(-, ¿¡, •), the limit x(0 + ) is almost

surely f, just as in the case g= 1.

(11.4) (/, g) processes at b. The dual of the results in (11.3) is the following.

Let L* be an exit space, let g be an exit law of the form (7.7.1). Then if{x(t), t>0}

is a smooth (/, g) process with state space L* (and we know there is one because

L* is adapted to p), x(b — ) exists almost surely. To see this we need only note that

the formula (11.1.2) is completely symmetric in the following sense. If it is written

in terms of p* and if one uses the fact that the function (r, i) ~* e~%(t, i) is an exit

law for/)* and that (/, i) ~* e~lg(t, i)h(i) is an entrance law forp*, then the formula

(11.1.2) goes over into the corresponding formula with time reversed. That is, an

(/. g) process relative to p under time reversal becomes an (/*, g*) process for p*,

where fi*(t, i) = e~tg(t, i)h(i), g*(t, i) = e~%(t, i). The distribution of x(b-) is the

limiting distribution (t -> 0) of the distribution assigning measure

e-' f ph(t, i, nh(i)p0(dn
Jv

to the singleton {/}. In particular if Ç* is not a branch point for p* and if

g=p(-, -, £*), the value of x(b — ) is almost surely £*.

(11.5) Processes from point to point. Let L be an entrance exit space, and let £

be a regular point of L. Then f is not a branch point for p*. Let r¡ be a nonbranch

point forp, chosen so that with strictly positive probability a smooth (p(-, r¡, ■), 1)

path hits £. (For example choose i? = f.) Applying Theorem 7.6 it follows readily

that ph( ■, r), £) > 0. Moreover ph(t, r¡, Ç) < oo for (Lebesgue) almost every t because

(Theorem 10.3) />,,('> ̂  0 < °°> and we choose b with ph(b, r¡, f)<oo. If now

f=P(-,y, ■) and g=ph(-, -,0 then 0< [/,g](b) =ph(b, r¡, ¿¡)<oo and a smooth

(fig) process with state space L has almost surely limit r¡ at r = 0, limit £ at t = b.

Such a process, with £=r¡, has been used in a different context by Neveu [4].
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